
GX400 PPV Blower

 ✧ Equipped with 
PowerStream® Air 
Straighteners

21"/54 cm Gas-Powered Ventilator with 
PowerStream® Technology
PowerSteam® air straighteners produce a powerful, straight, 
focused beam of air; allowing the fan to be set back further from 
a structure’s entrance without sacrificing PPV performance. The 
GX400 offers superior ventilation with flexible positioning, less 
equipment clutter and reduced noise inside the structure. 

NO COMPROMISE Design and Performance
 ■ PowerStream air straighteners permit unrestricted setback  

 distances, reducing the noise level inside the building while   
 allowing the entry/exit to keep clear of obstructions

 ■ 7-Blade polymer TuberForce™ impeller for increased   
 shatter resistance and enhanced PPV Performance

 ■ The PowerShroud® combines the shroud, front fan   
 guard, air straighteners, tilt handle and mister into a single  
 unitized Polycarbonate-ABS shell, providing a lightweight  
 and extremely durable design

 ■ ONE-Step™ tilt adjustment to easily change the angle of   
 the fan from 0˚-18˚ to ventilate over steps, porches and  
 slopes

 ■ Compact for easy storage in typical engine compartments

 ■ Full-width folding handle for easy maneuvering when   
 handle is up and compact storage when its down

 ■ WIDE-Trac semi-pneumatic urethane tires easily roll over  
 mud or rough terrain

 ■ Vibration isolating feet for stability on hard or slippery   
 surfaces

 ■ Welded, unitized steel frame, off-road “Roll Cage” design  
 with a wide footprint reduces vibration and lengthens   
 the service life. No bolts to shake loose

The NO COMPROMISE Leader
RAMFAN® is the brand leader in quality portable ventilation as a 
result of Euramco Safety’s “No Compromise” approach to user 
safety, product design and performance. RAMFAN fans are built 
using premium components and tested to meet high standards 
in performance and safety.

  

   Benefits of PowerStream Ventilation

 ✧ Unrestricted setback allows the entry/exit 
to keep clear of obstructions for advancing 
firefighters

 ✧ Noise is significantly reduced inside structure 
for better communications

 ✧ Ability to ventilate 
structures that have 
steps, landings or 
porches

Unrestricted Setback

Visit our website for warranty details.



SPECIFICATIONS:

011116

PERFORMANCE:

AIRFLOW

OPENING SIZE

Single Door
16,797 cfm
28,555 m3/hr

Double Door 
22,500 cfm  
38,250 m3/hr 

Warehouse
31,200 cfm  
53,040 m3/hr

MODEL GX400

Part # GE5022

Weight 88 lbs (40 kg)

Impeller 7-Blade

Dimensions 
(h/w/d)

24.9x25x22 in 
63x64x56 cm

Noise
99 dB@3' (1 m) 
95 dB@10' (3 m)

Engine Honda GX200 5.5 Hp (4.1 kW)
According to standard SAE J1349 of 2007

Run time 2 hr 05 min

Approvals      

ACCESSORIES:

BigBore Exhaust Diverter Adapter
Muffler Fitting
Order # GF7120-GZ
Compatible with Honda motors

Exhaust Diverter Hose  
2" x 12' (5 cm x 3.6 m)
Order # GF7115

Hour Meter
GX Series
Order # GX1515
Keep track of regular scheduled mainteance

Integrated Misting System
1.85 gal/min @ 100 psi
7 l/min @ 6.9 bar
Order # GE8111
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